Abstract: Autonomous mobile robots that act in human living environment and perform complex tasks there must be able to obtain relevant information from the surrounding and reason about this knowledge. The system's ability to recognize objects and assign them semantic description is a vital capability for the robots in order to carry out such a complex task. Dealing with objects in the environment is not a trivial problem but rather a challenging one and detection systems relay only on information extracted from their noisy sensors are often not sufficient to recognize objects properly. Therefore, this paper presents a new approach for object recognition, in which probabilistic spatial-semantic knowledge is applied to improve the recognition result.
Introduction
Robotic systems, such as assistive or service robots, able to perform actions in human living environments should support humans in their everyday life. Locating objects while executing daily tasks such as "fetch and carry", however, requires robust perception skills, where objects must be detected even if the result of the perception system is uncertain. Only if the objects have been recognized correctly can the robots perform the given task properly. Moreover, the semantic perception and indoor scene labelling are fundamental problems [1] and not yet solved. This paper presents a new approach resulting from an amalgamation of a common feature-based perception system with spatial context about object co-occurrences and relations to gain reliable object classification. To achieve this, Probabilistic Qualitative Spatial Relations (PQSR) are modelled with Spatial Potential Fields (SPF). Using PQSR, probability distribution of several spatial relations can be obtained. In turn the SPF can be used as a method to model the PQSR. The objective of this paper is to present how such relations are defined and used to boost the object recognition process. The idea behind this approach lies in the improvement of the classification results by applying probabilistic spatial-semantic knowledge about objects' arrangement and relations. The spatial context information is used to predict the appropriate object class. complex tasks in human living environments [2] , [3] has object recognition become into one of a very active topic in robotics recently. One current work in this field [4] presented a contextually guided semantic labelling and search algorithm. In this method a graphical model with geometrical features and contextual relations between objects are used. The model is trained using a maximum-margin learning approach. The authors use merged point clouds from indoor environments obtained with a Kinect RGB-D sensor. To acquire a better view of occluded objects in the scene active object recognition is performed. Aydemir et al. [5] described an approach for active visual search. In this process topological relations between objects are used to create a potential search action and find the object. The authors equip the robot with so called PDF (probability distribution function) as initial information for the search process. Similar to this work in [4] the next-best view algorithm is applied to deal with occlusion. Other recent work which covers the challenges of object labelling in indoor environments using RGB-D data has been presented in [6] .The authors develop and evaluate a method for scene labelling that combines RGB-D features and contextual models by using MRFs (Markov Random Fields) and segmentation. To gain the RGB-D features like: gradient, color and a surface normal, kernel descriptors are used. Ali et al. [7] proposed the use of a context model to improve the detection result of other related objects in the scene. In this approach object co-occurrence information is used to perform recognition of the object category. In the work presented by Xiong et al. [8] planar patches extracted from a point cloud are labelled with geometric labels such as wall, floor and celling. To model geometrical relationships such as orthogonal, parallel, adjacent and coplanar between objects, Conditional Random Field (CRF) is used.
Feature-Based Perception System
A probabilistic feature-based perception method is used to recognize objects from the environment. This system based on the approach presented by Eich et al. [9] , in which an optimized region growing algorithm is applied to recognized regions from a point cloud. This paper describes an extended object perception system which goes beyond the previously mentioned method. We extended the object perception system by incorporating a probabilistic reasoning approach, in which spatial objects' features extracted from the data are used for objects' classification. The perception system predicts the probability distribution for each object and its class. The feature-based object categorization method works as follows: 1) The point cloud is segmented into object clusters (potential objects) according to given starting parameters 2) The spatial features of each object cluster are extracted and evaluated 3) For each potential object segment: a) compute its similarity to each object class b) assign a probability for the cluster to each known object class based on the similarity according to the spatial features of the cluster c) ensue the probability distribution of the given object class 4) Finally, the reasoning method returns the recognized objects for all segmented clusters Fig. 1 (a) shows a raw point cloud obtained from a Kinect camera and the segmentation result. Given a possible object class K, feature vector Φ and factor f, the probability for the cluster being a certain object class with regards to its measured features x=(x1,…,xn) can be calculated as follows: Table 1 shows an exemplary result of the feature-based classification method from one office desk. In this table, the columns denote the clusters with their ground truth values. The rows list the possible object classes whose values denotes the probability for a cluster belonging to a given object class. From the Table  1 it can be seen that some objects like, for example, mouse has been classified either as a mouse or a mug. This is caused by the uncertainty in the perception system. 
PQSR-Based Object Classification
As mentioned in 3, the feature-based perception method results in probability distribution over given object classes. These results refer only to the information extracted from the sensor data. Therefore, such method, similar to other common bottom-up approaches, has its limitations. For example, due to the occlusion some objects can not be recognized properly. Another challenge is to recognize objects which have high similarity in their spatial features, like for example a mug and mouse. Given the arrangement of the objects as a spatial information, the reasoning component can predict that an objects located to the right of the keyboard is likely to be a mouse than a mug.. In human environment, the likeliness of object placement in certain environment can be statistically analyzed. As a result, a spatial relation between an object with another object can be derived, e.g. a keyboard is usually in front of a monitor. Because this knowledge may change according to the environment, our system learns it from the real world data as described in Section 4. 2.
Probabilistic Qualitative Spatial Relations
In this work the qualitative spatial relations are extended to probability to gain more precise models of the spatial relations. Due to this extension the spatial relations can be defined more precisely by describing how accurate a given relation is. This likelihood is used as additional information to support the recognition process. Because the perception method relays entirely on the spatial object features extracted from sensor, which is noisy, the system needs additional knowledge to recognize the object reliably. In this approach the
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following probabilistic qualitative relations: on, above, near, leftOf, rightOf, behind, inFrontOf are used. As some of those relations depend of the perspective from that an object is observed, we distinguish between the binary and projective binary relations. The definitions of both relations are described as follows:
Definition 1: Let D⊆ L×C×Ψ be a set of possible objects in the domain, where L describes a set of possible labels C = ℝ 3 ×ℍ a set of possible coordinate systems, in which a given object can be located, and Ψ⊆ ℝ 3 ×[0;1] a set of three-dimensionally colored points. Then, the set of binary probabilistic spatial relations Rβ is defined as follows:
Let C be a set of possible coordinate systems which refers to reference view points. Then, the set of projective binary probabilistic relations  R is defined as follows:
In the world model of a given environment the spatial-semantic knowledge about typical objects arrangements is represented by functions fβ and fτ.
Definition 2: The co-occurrence probability of two objects defined as fβ (4) for binary and fτ (5) for projective binary relations: 
Spatial Potential Fields
The Spatial Potential Fields (SPF) describe the model of qualitative spatial information about object's relations in a probabilistic manner and represent this information in the model of the environment. The very earlier concept of the SPFs can be found in [10] . Our idea was inspired by the potential fields method, which has been used in the area of robots navigation [11] as the obstacle avoidance approach. The SPFs are calculated by combination of spatial knowledge extracted from real-world data with the calculated intensity value of a given spatial relation for a given object (see Fig. 2 ). These are defined formally as follows:
Definition 3: Let t, s ∈ D be target and reference object, R a given relation and c a view point of the
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For all defined SPFs, let t be the target and s the reference object, then tp and sp are the centers of the objects' masses, tw, sw denote the objects' widths and th, sh the objects' heights, respectively. Based on this, we define the SPFs for the spatial relations listed in the following. All values for the relations' calculation are normalized, by:
Definition 1 (Near): The probability of t being near to s is defined as: 
Definition 3 (On): Let λ>0 be a given threshold value for the maximal height allowed in the on relation. Then, the probability of t being on to s is defined as: 
Definition 4 (LeftOf): Let ξ >0 be a given threshold value for the maximal distance between s and t. Then, the probability of t being leftOf to s is defined as: 
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The relation rightOf is calculated analogously to the relation leftOf, with the difference that now a greater projective y-value is required to satisfy the relation. By the relations inFrotOf and behind the same formula is used as in Definition 4, just replacing y-by x-axis.
In our method, the probability values for the target objects being in the spatial relation with a reference object are learned from the real-world data.
Definition 8: Formally, the probability is calculated using the average probability of all observed occurrences between the objects t, s ∈ D being in the given relation R:
Field Intensity
Based on the learned knowledge from the data the SPF are calculated as described in Section 4.2. The SPF provide probabilistic spatial knowledge about objects relations. However, to predict the probability that a given object class is located at the given position, several SPF must be taken into account. This combination we called Field Intensity (FI) . This FI denotes the probability of an object belonging to a certain object class given its relation to other object and can than be used as a qualifier for the object detection system. Definition 9: Let t, s ∈ D be target and reference object, R a given relation and c a viewpoint of the system. The FI of given SPFs is calculated as follows:
Only after the FI value is known can the probability for the object belonging to a given object class be calculated. This is done by the multiplication of the result obtained from the feature-based perception system with the field intensity value.
Experiments
To validate our approach we sampled point cloud data from several offices of our institute using Kinect V2. For the experiments we gathered 26 different office scenes, which we used for training and evaluation with 6 and 20 respectively. The recorded point clouds were combined into segments by using our perception system as described in 3. The part of the data was manually labelled with ground truth information for learning purposes. In the experiments the following object classes: Table, Keyboard, Monitor, Mouse and Phone were used. The objects are arranged differently in each office, depending on their owner's preferences. Therefore, not all offices have the mentioned object classes. For each experiment we
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Volume 12, Number 1, January 2017 first applied the feature-based perception system, which returns the probability distribution for each object and its class. The result of the perception system serves as an input for the PQSR-based method, in which spatial-semantic knowledge is applied to improve the classification result. The result of the feature-based perception system is shown in Table 2 . The columns of the table denote the ground truth object classes and the rows denote the predicted object classes. The values correspond to the mean probability over all scenes. The values are not normalized in order to avoid the distorting the result. The result in the table shows that most of the objects were classified correctly; however, the assignment is not sufficient. Not all objects are recognized correctly. Because the values refer to the mean probability, there is still an incorrect assignment of object classes in some of scenes. Table 3 shows the recognition result after applying the probabilistic spatial-semantic knowledge as described in 4. This knowledge was extracted from the real office environments without the use of artificial objects arrangements and refers to the human preferences who work in in the given offices. Similar to the previous table the resulting values denote the mean probability over all data sets. The results in the Table 3 show, that by applying the PQSRs the object classification has been improved. For instance, the feature-based perception system classifies the mug as a mouse which is wrong. This was caused by the high similarity of the both objects' appearance. However, given the learned knowledge, mugs are usually placed to the left of a keyboard, where mousses are usually located to the right of a keyboard. Applying this spatial-semantic information can improve the correctness of the classification system, compared to just using the perception based exclusively on spatial information obtained from the sensor. Based on the shown results, it can be concluded that the application of the PQSR-based method in object recognition system can improve the overall detection result and eliminate the incorrect objects' assignment.
